College dean. Research materials on the history of pharmacy in Oklahoma, collected by Carl K. Buckner, who served as Dean of the University of Oklahoma’s College of Pharmacy from 1997 to 2002. Many of these materials were used for Dr. Buckner’s book, Profiles of Oklahoma Pharmacy (2008), and his published articles on pharmacists and the practice of pharmacy in Oklahoma, and in Indian Territory. The collection also includes publications regarding OU College of Pharmacy alumni, and various pharmaceutical industry publications such as Molecular Interventions, Pharmacy in History, Apothecary’s Cabinet, and others.

Note: This collection is located at the Library Service Center. Materials must be requested in advance of a research visit. Please contact the Western History Collections at 405-325-3641 or via our website for assistance.

Box 1  Research Materials: Biographical information on druggists from the 19th and 20th centuries, with legal development of the industry, 1845-1992
Folder:
5. Newspaper and magazine clippings regarding key events in Oklahoma history, 1980s.
8. Biographical information on Dr. Bienfang, with articles and notes, 1905-1989.
10. Article on O.M. Ingenthrion, 1969.
17. Article on W.M. Dodge, 1931.
27. Article on S. Lowe, 1937.
32. Articles about the legal development of Oklahoma pharmacy, 1904-1999, with additional articles on emerging medical knowledge and practices.
34. *Oklahoma City Daily Times* news clippings, with handwritten notes, 1888-1891.

**Box 2** Research Materials: Death records and articles on early Oklahoma pharmacists and pharmacy association leaders, 1889-2002

**Folder:**
1. Article on J.B. Crew, Jr., 1947.
3. Article on W.F. Dodd, 1913.
7. Article on W. M. Hatfield, 1929-1935.
8. Article on J.R. Linley, n.d.
10. Article on C.C. Nail, 1904.
20. Article on F. Reed, 1954.
22. Article on G.W. Bellamy, 1918-1954.
27. Article on R.M. Scott, 1933-1943.
33. Article on E. Watrous, 1913-1927.
35. Article on A.D. Wright, 1949.
40. Oklahoma state applications for registration for pharmacy licenses.
41. Photocopied news articles and handwritten notes on pharmacy in Oklahoma.
42. Photocopied news articles and handwritten notes on pharmacy in Oklahoma.
44. Photocopied news articles and handwritten notes on pharmacy in Oklahoma.
45. Tulsa Annals 40 Year Index, 1966-2006
46. Photocopied news articles and handwritten notes on pharmacy in Oklahoma.
47. Photocopied news articles and handwritten notes on pharmacy in Oklahoma.
48. A. C. Fitscher’s awards and achievements, with articles on Fitscher’s involvement in industry associations and business, 1934-1948.
49. Drugstore ads, and newspaper photocopies with handwritten notes, 1900-1947.
50. Drugstore ads, and newspaper photocopies with handwritten notes, 1900-1947.

Box 3 Research Materials: Early development of pharmacy associations, 1779-2008
Folder:
1. Drugstore ads, newspaper photocopies with handwritten notes, 1878-1898.
5. Alfred / Mulhall, handwritten notes about, 1890-1891.
8. *Hennessey Clipper*, newspaper photocopies with handwritten notes, 1890-1895.
9. *Norman Transcript*, newspaper photocopies with handwritten notes, 1890-1891.
11. Industry publications, convention notes and paraphernalia, with historical timelines of the development of medical practices in the U.S.

**Box 4  Research Materials: Pharmacy in Oklahoma, including pioneer druggists, 1865-2006**

**Folder:**

5. Miscellaneous pharmacy research materials, early to late 1800s.
7. Research on pioneer women druggists, 1890-1914.
8. Singletary: research on pioneer women druggists, 1890s-1907.
11. Research on druggist S. F. Veazey, 1876-1937
Box 5  Research Materials: Pharmacy industry in Oklahoma, and prohibition years, 1890-2007
Folder:
1. Newspaper and industry articles with notes, 1917-1958; and two undated cd’s labeled “Pharmacy Lists” and “Pharmacy Directories.”
8. Copies of articles regarding early pharmacy industry, with notes, 1890-1951.

Box 6  Research and Industry Publications: Evolution of industry regulations, 1860-2009
Folder:
1. Copied articles regarding druggists in history, with notes, 1860-1941.
2. Copied articles and industry reports regarding new drug stores, 1887-1976.
   Vol. 7, No. 4, August 2007
   Vol. 7, No. 6, December 2007
   Vol. 8, No. 2, April 2008
   Vol. 8, No. 3, June 2008
   Vol. 8, No. 4, August 2008
   Vol. 8, No. 5, October 2008
   Vol. 8, No. 6, December 2008
   Vol. 9, No. 1, February 2009
   Vol. 9, No. 2, April 2009
Vol. 9, No. 3, June 2009

6. **Molecular Interventions.** October 2006–April 2011
   - Vol. 6, No. 5, October 2006
   - Vol. 6, No. 6, December 2006
   - Vol. 7, No. 2, April 2007
   - Vol. 7, No. 3, June 2007
   - Vol. 7, No. 5, October 2007
   - Vol. 9, No. 4, August 2009
   - Vol. 9, No. 5, October 2009
   - Vol. 9, No. 6, December 2009
   - Vol. 10, No. 1, February 2010
   - Vol. 10, No. 2, April 2010
   - Vol. 10, No. 3, June 2010
   - Vol. 10, No. 4, August 2010
   - Vol. 10, No. 6, December 2010
   - Vol. 11, No. 1, February 2011
   - Vol. 11, No. 2, April 2011

7. **Molecular Interventions.** August 2004-August 2006
   - Vol. 4, No. 4, August 2004
   - Vol. 4, No. 5, October 2004
   - Vol. 4, No. 6, December 2004
   - Vol. 5, No. 1, February 2005
   - Vol. 5, No. 2, April 2005
   - Vol. 5, No. 3, June 2005
   - Vol. 5, No. 4, August 2005
   - Vol. 5, No. 5, October 2005
   - Vol. 5, No. 6, December 2005
   - Vol. 6, No. 1, February 2006
   - Vol. 6, No. 2, April 2006
   - Vol. 6, No. 3, June 2006
   - Vol. 6, No. 4, August 2006

8. **Molecular Interventions.** October 2002-June 2004
   - Vol. 2, No. 6, October 2002
   - Vol. 2, No. 7, November 2002
   - Vol. 2, No. 8, December 2002
   - Vol. 3, No. 1, February 2003
   - Vol. 3, No. 2, March 2003
   - Vol. 3, No. 3, May 2003
   - Vol. 3, No. 4, June 2003
   - Vol. 3, No. 5, August 2003
   - Vol. 3, No. 6, September 2003
   - Vol. 3, No. 7, October 2003
   - Vol. 3, No. 8, December 2003
Box 7 Research Materials: Pharmacists in early Oklahoma history, 1812-1967
Folder:
1. Copies of articles with handwritten notes, material circa 1901-1914.
2. Copies of articles with handwritten notes, material circa 1890-1950s.
3. Copies of articles with handwritten notes, material circa 1870-1910; APA newsletter, 1997; and a student thesis on pharmacy by James Jesse McAlester.
5. American Missionary Register copies and notes on early missions in Indian territories, circa 1819-1820.
6. Copied research material on early missions in Indian territories, circa 1810s-1880s.
8. Copied research material on Jones Bros., McClain and Purcell area druggists, 1900s.
9. Copied research material on J. M. Remington, a pharmacist in the Purcell area, 1890s.
10. Copied research material on pharmacists in the Purcell area, 1893-1895.
11. Copied research material on Curtice, a pharmacist in early Purcell, 1890s.
12. Copied research material on J. W. Hocker.
13. Copied research material on H. B. Campbell, with list of pharmacists operating under Indian Territory licenses, 1890s.

Box 8 Research Materials: Pharmacists in early Oklahoma history, 1870s-1950s
Folder:
1. Copied research material on pharmacists in early Oklahoma.
2. Copied research material on pharmacists in early Oklahoma.
3. Copied research material on pharmacists in early Oklahoma.
4. Copied research material on pharmacists in early Oklahoma.
5. Copied research material on pharmacists in early Oklahoma.
6. Copied research material on pharmacists in early Oklahoma.
7. Copied research material on pharmacists in early Oklahoma.

Box 9 Research Materials: News and Industry Articles, 1889-2002
Folder:
2. Copies of news articles on pharmacist’s death records, with notes, 1890s-1950s.

Box 10 Research Materials: State of Oklahoma registered druggists and accreditation process, 1871-2002
Folder:
1. Copied research material on C. P. Wickmiller, 1908-1935.
2. Copied research material on F. B. Lillie, 1890-1908.


**Box 11 Research Materials: Pharmacy Education and Pharmacy Associations, 1875-2002**

**Folder**

1. Druggists in the news in early 1900s.

2. Research material on William McKay Dougan, 1875-1954.


4. Research material on Dougan at Indian reservations, circa late 1800s.

5. Letters and fliers to announce Carl K. Buckner’s appointment to the OU College of Pharmacy, and articles about alumni, 1997.

6. Research material on early medicine in America, with microfilm slides, n.d.

7. Articles about OU College of Pharmacy alumni, mid 1900s.


11. Correspondence and documents regarding pharmacy associations, 1951-1957.


**Box 12 Research Materials: Early Oklahoma pharmacy and pharmacy practices, 1812-2001**

**Folder**

1. Research material on army provisioning in pre-civil war US, 1938-1940.


5. OU College of Pharmacy alumni and donor information, 1980-2000.
7. Research material on early pharmacy associations and governing laws/restrictions, 1812-1911.
10. Articles on how Parcels Post law changed Oklahoma pharmacy, 1907-1912.

**Box 13**

**Research Materials: Pre-Statehood to early statehood pharmacies, 1833-1996**

**Folder:**

1. Copied research material on druggists pre-statehood, 1833-1996.
2. Copied drug store ads, focus on early Rexall drugstores, 1923-1926.
3. Copies of pharmacy board licenses and appointment cards, 1902-1942.
6. Copied maps and historical information on the towns of Idabel, Antlers, Hugo, and Valiant, Oklahoma, n.d.
7. Copy of F.B. Lillie’s Territorial Board of Pharmacy certification, 1906.
8. Copied articles on drugstores pre-statehood, 1872-1908.
9. Copy of the *Checotah Enquirer*, March 19, (year not legible).
18. Research notes on early Oklahoma pharmacies, 1898-1944.
20. Copies of ads for drugstores in Beaver, Oklahoma, 1891-1907.
21. Research material on early Oklahoma settlements and druggists, 1840-1922.
23. Research material on early druggists during the land lottery, 1901-1905.
24. Research material, including photocopied state board licenses, pictures of early Oklahoma pharmacies, and minutes from the Indian Territory Pharmaceutical Association, 1890-1955.
25. Research material on early settlement of Chickasha, Apache, Comanche, and Cyril.

**Box 14**

**Research Materials: Pre-Statehood to early statehood pharmacists, and academic journals, 1828-1991**

**Folder:**
1. Copied articles on Indian Territory druggists, 1871-1911.
2. Copied articles on Indian Territory druggists, 1871-1929.
3. Copied articles on Indian Territory druggists, 1828-1904.
6. Copy of manuscript on former OU College of Pharmacy Dean Loyd Ervin Harris, n.d.

Vol. 1, No.3, Fall 1985  
Vol. 2, No. 1, Winter 1986  
Vol. 2, No. 2, Summer 1986  
Vol. 3, No. 1, Spring 1987  
Vol. 3, No. 2, Fall 1987  
Vol. 4, No. 1, February 1988  
Vol. 4, No. 2, June 1988  
Vol. 4, No. 3, October 1988  
Vol. 5, No. 1, February 1989  
Vol. 5, No. 2, June 1989  
Vol. 5, No. 3, December 1989  
Vol. 6, No. 1, April 1990  
Vol. 6, No. 2, July 1990  
Vol. 6, No. 3, October 1990  
Vol. 7, No. 1, June 1991  
Vol. 7, No. 2, September 1991  
Vol. 8, No. 1, Summer 1992  
Vol. 8, No. 2, Winter 1992  
Vol. 9, No. 1, Summer 1993  
Vol. 9, No. 2, Winter 1993  
Vol. 10, No. 1, Spring and Summer 1994  
Vol. XII, No. 1, Winter 1996  
Vol. XIV, No. 2, Spring 1998  
Vol. XIV, No. 3, Summer 1998  
Vol. XIV, No. 4, Fall 1998 (2 copies)  
Vol. XV, No. 1, Winter 1999  
Vol. XV, No. 2, Spring 1999 (2 copies)  
Vol. XV, No. 3, Summer 1999 (2 copies)  
Vol. XV, No. 4, Fall 1999  
Summer 2000  
Vol. XVI, No. 2, Summer 2000 (5 copies)  
Vol. XVI, No. 3, Fall 2000 (5 copies)

9. Class and commencement records for Montgomery, Evans 1903 –, 1898-1903.


11. Copies of state pharmacy license of Constance Wolcott, circa 1903.

13. Research material on early druggists in the Indian Territory, 1889-1917.

Box 15 Research Materials: Pharmacy industry and its leaders in Oklahoma, 1824-2012
Folder:

2. Manuscripts and publications by Carl K. Buckner, continued from Folder 1 above.

3. Correspondence to Buckner, and assorted publications as follows:
   • Apothecary’s Cabinet. No. 5, Fall 2002.
   • Apothecary’s Cabinet. No. 6, Spring 2003.
   • History of Mercer University Southern School of Pharmacy. Centennial Publication, 2003


5. Copied articles regarding quacks, traveling salesmen, and medicine performers, 1897-1982.


7. Correspondence regarding former OU College of Pharmacy Dean Ralph W. Clark, 1950-1981.
8. Miscellaneous research material, including:
   - *Doctor of Pharmacy Degree Alternate Pathway*. OU College of Pharmacy brochure, n.d.
   - *Sooner Magazine* Vol. 23, No. 1, Fall 2002.


**Box 16**

**Folder:**


2. Research material on druggist Israel Wellington Folsom and his ancestry, 1775-1937.

3. Research material on druggist and OU College of Pharmacy Dean David Byers Ray Johnson, 1882-1955, including publications:

4. Research material on the 1918 influenza epidemic.

5. Research material on post-Civil War medical training, circa 1860-1939.


8. Research material on early pharmacy practices, 1799-1824.


12. Copied articles on early pharmacy in Oklahoma, 1840-1922.

**Box 17 Research Materials: Early Oklahoma Druggists, 1821-2009**

**Folder:**


2. Copied articles on druggist E.E. Howendobler, n.d.

3. Research material on druggist George W. Johnson, 1892-1937.


12. Copied articles on druggist Frank M. Weaver, 1892-1943.

13. Copied articles on druggists in Lexington and Purcell, Oklahoma, 1887-1895.


15. Copied interview transcripts with druggists who operated within the Indian Territory and who were tribal members, 1905-1979.

16. Copied articles on Indian Territory druggists and associations, 1890-1925.

17. Copied lists of licensed druggists and articles on early Oklahoma druggists, 1897-1919.

18. Student interviews with registered pharmacists from class History of Pharmacy (PHAR 4012), Fall 1989. Includes photographs.

21. Copied articles on druggist George Bilbo, 1889-1942.
31. Copied articles on druggist Fred E. Maus, 1885-1915.
32. Copied articles on druggist Harry Beegle, 1894-1944.
35. Copied articles on druggist Samuel Stone, 1899-1957.

**Box 18 Research Materials: Historical developments in Oklahoma’s pharmacy industry, 1842-2004**

**Folder:**
1. Articles on the scientific evolution of pharmacy, mid to late 1900s.
2. Copied articles on druggists W. Orrik and O.L. Shannon, c. 1880s-1940s, with two cd’s of duplicate digitized research notes.
3. Copied articles on Oklahoma pharmacy history, 1884-1929.
4. Copied articles on the Indian Territory Pharmacy Board, late 1800s.

5. Typed notes on OU College of Pharmacy, plus printed material, including:

6. Photographs and photocopied images of early Oklahoma druggists.

7. Copied articles on pharmacy industry issues, 1895-1986; including publications:

8. Copied articles on pharmacy industry trends, with focus on articles on women in pharmacy, with industry and academic publications including:


12. Copied articles on early Oklahoma druggists, pre-statehood, 1842-1893; including publications:
Box 19 Research: prominent Oklahoma druggists and records of the OU College of Pharmacy Alumni Association, 1847-2001

Folder


5. Correspondence regarding Oklahoma druggist Earl Reed, 1996.

7. Copied articles on Oklahoma druggist Elbert R. Weaver, 1894-1972.


19. Copied articles on Oklahoma druggist George B. Noble, 1866-1940.


27. Genealogical and biographical information on Oklahoma druggist John Anthony Foust, n.d.


30. Copied articles on Oklahoma druggist James A. Bilan, 1875-1943.


32. Copied articles on Oklahoma druggist John C. Berd, 1925-1928.


35. Copied articles on Oklahoma druggist David P. Richardson, 1938-1946.


37. Correspondence and floor plan for the OU College of Pharmacy’s new building, 1981-1982.

38. Correspondence and documents from the OU College of Pharmacy Alumni Executive Committee and the National Association of Registered Druggists, 1987-1988; with publications:


41. Correspondence regarding the OU College of Pharmacy alumni award, 1998.

42. Parke – minutes from the OU College of Pharmacy Alumni Association meeting, 1989; with publications:

44. Correspondence and documents from the OU College of Pharmacy Alumni Association, 1980-1993.

45. Alumni Association History – Correspondence with the OU College of Pharmacy, 1950-1955.

46. A PhD research notebook kept by Carl K. Buckner at Ohio State University, 1968-1970.

Box 20 Research Materials: Development of the pharmacy industry, 1873-2006
Folder:

2. Notes on the pre-pharmacy era in Oklahoma, 1885-1927.


5. Copied lists of registered Oklahoma druggists, 1891-1917.

6. Copied articles on the evolution of pharmacy industry, 1897-1951.


10. Copied proceedings of the Oklahoma Pharmaceutical Association, 1901; and publications:

11. Copied notes on early Oklahoma pharmacy board, 1891-1905.
Box 21 Research Materials: Development of pharmacy industry, 1822-2002
Folder
2. Copied articles on Oklahoma druggists, with focus on Urschel kidnapping, 1899-1984.
9. Photographs and publications from the OU College of Pharmacy, including:
   • Alumni Report. Vol. 15, No. 4. Fall 1999. (2 copies)
   • Alumni Report. Summer 2000. (2 copies)
   • Professional Compounding Centers of America. Calendar. 2002.
11. Correspondence and documents from the OU College of Pharmacy, 1949-2002; including publications:
   • Naming Opportunities. The University of Oklahoma College of Pharmacy, Tulsa. Event Booklet. n.d. (2 copies)
   • The Merchants and Medicines of Eckerd. Eckerd Inc. Brochure. n.d.
12. Copied articles on the history of retail pharmacy, 1900-2002; with publications:
   • Apothecary’s Cabinet. No. 2. Spring 2000.
Box 22 Research Materials: Prominent Oklahoma druggists and industry changes, 1859-2002

Folder:
2. Abraham Levite student records, correspondence, and two renewed pharmacy licenses, 1925 and 1931.
5. Copied articles on Chief James Bigheart of the Osage, n.d.
7. Typed biographical sketch on Sydney A. Rosenbluth, n.d.
8. Correspondence and articles on Anna Stacia Picek, 1925-2000.
9. Note and picture of Chris Williams, n.d.
13. OU College of Pharmacy correspondence and articles on alumni, 2001-2003; with publications:
   - 105th Class. College of Pharmacy Convocation Brochure. May 6th, 2000. (2 copies)
   - School of Pharmacy Annual Report 2001-02. The University of Mississippi School of Pharmacy. 2002.
15. Copied articles on pharmacy during the 1960s.
17. OU College of Pharmacy correspondence and research, 1998-1999; with publications:

• *Naming Opportunities*. The University of Oklahoma College of Pharmacy, Tulsa. Event Booklet. n.d.


• *Doctor of Pharmacy Program Experiential Education Components*. The University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, College of Pharmacy. Presented to the Oklahoma State Board of Pharmacy June 15, 1999.


18. Copied state (and Indian Territory) lists of licensed druggists, 1892-1946.

19. Pharmacy industry publications, including:

• *Profile of Pharmacy Students*. American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy, Institutional Research Report Series. Fall 1998. (2 copies)

• *Pharmacy School Admissions Requirements*. American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. 2000-2001. (2 copies)

20. Copied article on Harry J. Brownson, n.d.


24. Copied article on O.A. Gilbert, n.d.

25. Copied article on D.M. Hailey, 1904.


33. Genealogical records of John Bland and family, 1903.
34. Articles on pharm industry changes 1967-1976.
35. Articles on pharm industry changes 1987-1996.
37. Articles on pharm industry changes 1917-1926.

Box 23 Research Materials: Early Oklahoma pharmacy educators and pioneer druggists, 1819-1996

Folder:
2. Copied articles on former pharmacy professor Alfred J. Wolcott, 1843-1912.
4. Copied articles on former pharmacy professor Ella Branch Sommers, 1941-1962.
5. Copied articles on former pharmacy professor Ella Mooney, 1867-1951.
7. Copied articles on early Oklahoma druggists, 1879-1943.
8. Copied articles on early Oklahoma druggists, 1894-1946.
12. Copied articles on prohibition in Oklahoma, 1907-1909.
13. Articles related to the OU Centennial, including:
   - “Sooner Spotlight”. Excerpt. Sooner Magazine. No volume number or date.
• *OU Update.* No volume number or date.
• “Bricks and Mortar: OU’s second oldest building once housed gym, high school.” By Diana Hartley. *OU Update.* No volume number or date.
• “Miss Zella Alkire: Early graduate in pharmacy.” By Lois Rogers Boyd. *OU Update.* No volume number or date.

15. Copied articles on early Oklahoma druggists, 1819-1927.

Unfolded at end of box:
35 compact discs containing search records on Oklahoma druggists, in alphabetical order, labeled as follows:

Abernathy – Ayers  
Babb – Bellamy  
Bell – Beucler  
Bickedike – Brandon  
Brasel, D.B.  
Branum – Burris  
Burton – Carder  
Carter – Collins  
Conger – Cuzalina  
Daniels – Dyers  
Early – Foley
Folsom – Foreman, A.W.
Foreman, W.T. – Garner
Garrett – Haddix
Hadley – Hancock, G.
Hancock, W.F. – Howard
Howell – Jarrett
Jay – Kimbriel
Kimbrough
King – Lynch
Machenheimer – Matthews
Maus – McVicker
McWilliams – Monfort
Monk – Nairn
Nash – Ozment
Padon – Potella
Pottenger – Risen
Roach – Sands
Sanford – Shenala
Shannon – Smith
Snapp, A. – Sutton, J.W.
Sweeney – Tribbey
Trolinger – Vanderpool
Varvel – Westfall
Wheeler - Yonkman

Box 24 Industry Publications

Pharmacy in History
Vol. 12, No. 1, 1970
Vol. 13, No. 1, 1971
Vol. 13, No. 2, 1971
Vol. 13, No. 3, 1971
Vol. 13, No. 4, 1971
Vol. 14, No. 1, 1972
Vol. 14, No. 2, 1972
Vol. 14, No. 3, 1972
Vol. 14, No. 4, 1972
Vol. 15, No. 1, 1973
Vol. 15, No. 2, 1973
Vol. 15, No. 3, 1973
Vol. 15, No. 4, 1973
Vol. 16, No. 1, 1974
Vol. 16, No. 2, 1974
Vol. 16, No. 3, 1974
Vol. 16, No. 4, 1974
Vol. 17, No. 1, 1975
Vol. 41, No. 4, 1999
Vol. 42, No. 1 and No. 2, 2000
Vol. 42, No. 3 and No. 4, 2000
Vol. 43, No. 1, 2001
Vol. 43, No. 2 and No. 3, 2001
Vol. 43, No. 4, 2001
Vol. 44, No. 1, 2002
Vol. 44, No. 2, 2002
Vol. 44, No. 3, 2002 (2 copies)
Vol. 44, No. 4, 2002 (3 copies)
Vol. 45, No. 1, 2003 (2 copies)
Vol. 45, No. 2, 2003 (2 copies)
Vol. 45, No. 3, 2003 (2 copies)
Vol. 45, No. 4, 2003 (2 copies)
Vol. 46, No. 1, 2004 (2 copies)
Vol. 46, No. 2, 2004 (2 copies)
Vol. 46, No. 3, 2004
Vol. 46, No. 4, 2004
Vol. 47, No. 1, 2005
Vol. 47, No. 2, 2005
Vol. 47, No. 3, 2005
Vol. 47, No. 4, 2005
Vol. 48, No. 1, 2006
Vol. 48, No. 2, 2006
Vol. 48, No. 3, 2006
Vol. 48, No. 4, 2006
Vol. 49, No. 1, 2007
Vol. 49, No. 2, 2007
Vol. 49, No. 3, 2007
Vol. 49, No. 4, 2007
Vol. 50, No. 1, 2008
Vol. 50, No. 2, 2008
Vol. 50, No. 3, 2008
Vol. 50, No. 4, 2008
Vol. 51, No. 1, 2009
Vol. 51, No. 2, 2009
Vol. 51, No. 3, 2009
Vol. 51, No. 4, 2009
Vol. 52, No. 1, 2010
Vol. 52, No. 3 and No. 4, 2010
Vol. 53, No. 1, 2011
Vol. 53, No. 2 and No. 3, 2011

American Institute of the History of Pharmacy
Annual Calendar, 1990
Annual Calendar, 1991
Annual Calendar, 1992
Annual Calendar, 1993
Annual Calendar, 2002
Annual Calendar, 2003 (2 copies)
Annual Calendar, 2004 (2 copies)
Annual Calendar, 2005
Annual Calendar, 2006
Annual Calendar, 2007
Annual Calendar, 2008
Annual Calendar, 2009
Annual Calendar, 2012

Box 25

Publications:

- *Hayes Druggist Directory*. Published by E. N. Hayes. 1945.

**Prairie Lore**

Vol. 22, No. 1. Book No. 77
Vol. 23, No. 1. Book No. 78
Vol. 23, No. 1 (Cor). Book No. 79
Vol. 23, No. 2. Book No. 80
Vol. 24, No. 1. Book No. 81
Vol. 25, No. 1. Book No. 82
Vol. 25, No. 2. Book No. 83
Vol. 26, No. 2. Book No. 85
Vol. 27, No. 1. Book No. 86
Vol. 27, No. 2. Book No. 87
Vol. 28, No. 1. Book No. 88
Vol. 28, No. 2. Book No. 89
Vol. 29, No. 1. Book No. 90
Vol. 29, No. 2. Book No. 91
Box 26: Oversized Materials (Location 08331)

2. Color copy print of a black and white photograph of eight men in front of the Smith and Kohman drug store. Includes separate copy print of the back side identifying some of the men by name, others by occupation. (Includes Morning Gun and Hole in Cloud.)

3. Color copy print of a black and white photograph of three men in front of the Smith and Kohman drug store, with handwritten identification of them as Mr. Bowers the Jeweler, Mrs. Smith, and William Kohman.

4. Photocopy of a photograph identified as “Main Street of Drumright Okla. Looking East.”

5. Photocopy of a newspaper article on Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Burney Brasel of Drumright, Oklahoma.

6. Photocopy of two newspaper articles (together) regarding the death of First Lieutenant Leslie P. Brasel, killed in action during World War II; and D. B. Brasel, the first pharmacist in Drumright, Oklahoma.

Certificates and Diplomas Collection:
Buckner, Carl K.:
Sound Recordings Collection:
Buckner, Carl K.:
2497 “Mark Spencer’s History of Pharmacy Paper.” [Cassette tape]
2498 “Interview: Craig Darby, Nancy Papeneri.” [Cassette tape]
2499 “Interview: Stewart-Wood.” [Microcassette tape]